we have two gifts to give our children...

one is roots, the other, wings.

mission statement

The mission of Echo Horizon School is to educate hearing and deaf and hard of hearing children in an inclusive environment in which self-reliance and mutual respect are valued and encouraged. The curriculum is designed to be challenging and developmentally appropriate for each learner.

goals

Students will develop the academic tools, social skills and moral integrity needed to be successful in their next phase of education.

Students will integrate themselves successfully, making contributions to a diverse society, while maintaining individuality and respect for others.

Students will generate a variety of solutions and approaches to situations requiring thoughtful and creative problem solving.

Students will develop the skills and positive attitude for engaging in learning as a life-long process.
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Each fall, when I take time to reflect on the previous school year, I marvel at the determination, creativity and dedication of Echo Horizon’s many stakeholders – our Board of Trustees, the school’s faculty and staff, the students and their parents. The energy and enthusiasm with which each individual approaches his/her piece of this montage that is Echo Horizon School are both extraordinary and heartwarming.

The 2008-2009 school year was defined by the economic uncertainties that affected all segments of our society. I am gratified by our constituents’ ongoing commitment to Echo Horizon school’s mission, goals and vision in the midst of this uncertainty. Our Board of Trustees made the unprecedented decision to hold tuition at its current level, while the annual giving campaign exceeded its goal by nearly $50,000.

Led by a joint team of trustees and faculty, Echo Horizon School completed a comprehensive self study in preparation for an accreditation review by the California Association of Independent Schools (CAIS) and the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) that resulted in commendations for our commitment to our mission and the consistent implementation of our philosophy throughout our program and operations, as well as a full six year term of accreditation by both agencies.

The caliber of preparatory schools to which our students matriculate continue to reflect their excellent preparation, their willingness to take risks and to challenge themselves and “how nice” they are. Many former students, now high school graduates, are studying at some of the best colleges and universities in the nation including Ivy League schools, small liberal arts colleges and University of California campuses. It is with pride and interest that we follow their progress.

Echo Horizon School continued to garner national recognition for its programs. The National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS) included a description of a 6th grade water quality unit in its booklet, Stories of Excellence: Case Studies of Exemplary Teaching and Learning with Technology. The school’s designation as a SMART Showcase School and its exemplary technology integration bring visitors from around the world.

Although change is healthy for an organization, it can also be poignant. Last spring we bid a grateful and fond farewell to our founder, Carol Proctor Landsberg, who stepped down from our Board of Trustees after 26 years. Carol’s vision has been the cornerstone of Echo Horizon School / Echo Center and will continue to guide us in our commitment to provide the best education possible for both hearing and deaf and hard of hearing children.

We also say good-bye to long time trustees and former EHS parents David Rosenblum and Linda Brown who are leaving active involvement in the school. Their gifts of time, service and resources to the school community have been instrumental in achieving the stability we enjoy today.

I extend my gratitude to our trustees for their leadership and commitment, to the faculty and staff for their expertise and willingness to give that ‘little bit extra’ to their students, and to our parent body for their commitment to the school and their children, as well as for their generous gifts of time and resources. The involvement, dedication and support of the entire EHS community are what make Echo Horizon school the special place it is. I feel privileged to work alongside all of you to ensure that EHS remains a first-class environment for learning and growing.

Sincerely,

Paula R. Dashiell
HEAD OF SCHOOL
In June 2009, Carol Proctor Landsberg resigned from the Echo Foundation Board, after thirty-seven years of dedication and commitment to an ideal. Carol is an educator in the truest sense of the word. Working together, she and her late husband, Kent H. Landsberg, created what is now Echo Horizon School / Echo Center, fulfilling their vision of a school where children with hearing loss could be mainstreamed with hearing children in a manner that benefited both.

How did this come about? In a 1972 meeting with the renowned Madeline Hunter at UCLA’s University Elementary School, Carol saw the embodiment of an ideal learning environment that could be adapted to educate deaf and hard of hearing children alongside their hearing peers. The Landsberg’s dream became a reality in 1983 when they leased the Washington School facility that would become today’s Echo Horizon School / Echo Center. In the fall of that year, “Horizon School” opened its doors to a total of twenty students.

Carol’s commitment was contagious. Soon after Echo Horizon opened its doors, grateful parents voluntarily provided the school with a fledgling arts program, a library program, hot lunches and a hospitality committee. And that legacy of family involvement and enthusiasm is as strong today as it was in 1983. With the hiring of Head of School Paula Dashiell and Echo Center Director Vicki Ishida in the late 1980’s, the foundation of Carol’s plan was complete. Her original vision has evolved through the years into what Echo Horizon School / Echo Center offers today – a fine academic curriculum, enhanced by award-winning technology and arts programs that creates 21st century learners who matriculate to the finest secondary schools and universities across the country.

An alumni student beautifully summarized the results of Carol’s efforts. “The school exists because one woman had a vision. She believed in oral communication for the deaf so they are able to interact with the hearing world. I believe without Carol’s dedication and determination that I would not be here speaking to you today.”

So how do we thank this inspiring woman? By remaining true to her vision, by building on its depth and scope, by continuing to evolve and adapt, by simply saying…

Thank You, Carol Proctor Landsberg
From the Echo Horizon School / Echo Center Community Past, Present and Future
The 2008-09 school year was a good one for Echo Horizon School, in spite of the challenges a changing economy brought to many individually. Our administration, faculty, staff and families ensured that, regardless of what was taking place outside of our school, the students continued to have a rich and fulfilling educational experience, the hallmark of our program.

The Board of Trustees focused on completing and publishing “Sustaining the Vision: The Strategic Plan.” This plan, which will guide the Board in the next several years ahead, incorporates six major areas of focus: Sustainability, Program and Services, Faculty and Staff, Finance, Diversity and Community, and Governance and Administration. The Plan includes strategic goals and steps to meet those goals, all of which are intended to secure the future of our fine and unique school, based on the vision of our founders, Carol and Kent Landsberg.

As if in response to our Diversity and Community goal to “integrate and expand current initiatives to become an institution more reflective of the community and society in which we live,” a major Southern California foundation stepped forward with a $400,000 grant that firmly established the EHS Financial Aid Fund. This was soon followed by gifts and pledges of another $100,000 from our families. We view the Financial Aid Fund as an important tool to ensure diversity in our school community, and we greatly appreciate the generous gifts we have received to date.

In addition, our current and alumni families, faculty and staff, grandparents and friends of the school showed their support of and commitment to Echo Horizon School by exceeding their Annual Giving goal with contributions of almost $400,000. This is especially meaningful given the challenging economic climate.

Following 25 years of service, Carol Proctor Landsberg retired from the Board of Trustees in June. Her guidance, insight and example have been instrumental in the development of the unique program she and her husband Kent founded. The foundation laid by the Landsbergs’ vision and commitment is firm, and that dedication has been passed to those of us who continue to serve. Linda Brown, parent of two EHS alumni, retired from the Board in June 2009, after seven years of service. We thank Linda, and her husband Steve, for their years of commitment and dedication to Echo Horizon School as well as for their continuing support. After serving five years as Board Chair, and eight years as an Echo Foundation Trustee, Dave Rosenblum also retired from the Board in June. Taking his place as Board Chair is Nora Wendel who has been a Trustee since 2000.

The appointment of Nora Wendel as Chair ensures continued leadership strength. Nora’s expertise in Strategic Planning as well as her tenure on the board will maintain continuity as well as a clear vision for the Board in the coming years.

The Echo Foundation Board of Trustees greatly appreciates the hundreds of hours the EHS community volunteered during the 2008-09 school year. This giving of time, energy, and funds is precisely what brings us together as a community and clearly defines the essence of Echo Horizon School.

David Rosenblum  
CHAIR, BOARD OF TRUSTEES  
Parent of Eric (Class of 1999) and Lauren (Class of 2001)

Mary Brussell  
PRESIDENT, BOARD OF TRUSTEES  
Parent of Robbie (Class of 2006), Matthew (Class of 2008), and Katie (Class of 2011)
With many more families seeking private options in education in 2008-09, Echo Center’s program continues to be regarded as the preeminent oral deaf education program in the country. Last year we successfully renewed our program certification, receiving positive feedback and fulfilling all certification categories. Our reputation is being communicated throughout the community and was clearly reflected in last year’s program enrollment reaching capacity. We were fortunate to hire two new Echo Center teachers with excellent backgrounds to match our enrollment and increase our total faculty. We are very proud of all of these accomplishments.

That the Echo Center continues to receive praise for providing one of the finest auditory oral options for deaf and hard of hearing children in a mainstream environment is due to the commitment of our professional faculty and support staff. They are a highly trained, supportive and motivated group, and our students blossom because of their teachers’ obvious dedication and energy.

What cannot be overlooked is the unique environment that our mainstream setting provides to all members of our school community. Every day our students, faculty, staff and families benefit from this unique and inclusive environment.

Although she is lauded elsewhere in this Annual Report, I also want to mention the obvious impact Carol Proctor Landsberg had in implementing her dream of Echo Center. She saw a need, researched the challenges and opportunities, and developed a one-of-a-kind program that has gone on to win awards and has positioned Echo Center/Echo Horizon School as a standard against which others are measured. It has been an amazing journey, and I am proud to be its current leader and to have been a part of creating its success.

Sincerely,

Vicki C. Ishida
DIRECTOR, ECHO CENTER
This past school year was a very challenging one as our nation faced the worst recession since the Depression, and Echo Horizon was not immune to the difficulties and uncertainties of the time. However, with sound financial management provided by our administration and the Board, and with continued support from the school community, EHS finished the 2008-09 fiscal year on a very strong note.

We were extraordinarily fortunate to receive a $400,000 financial aid grant. Combined with the generosity of our families from Annual Giving and other activities, we surpassed the $1 million plateau for fundraising for the first time in the school’s history*. This marks a big step toward one of our strategic objectives of actively seeking non-tuition income from outside of the community. Finally, thanks to the prudent stewardship of the Board, EHS sustained only a very limited loss of its invested funds during the sharp market declines in late 2008 through the first quarter of 2009.

Echo Horizon also raised approximately $130,000 for the Building Fund/ Capital Campaign. Through June 30, 2009, we achieved approximately $2,090,000 toward the $3.2 million construction costs of the last facility renovation, with our goal of retiring the internal debt within the next several years.

With this solid financial footing, the EHS Board determined to hold off any tuition increase for the 2009-10 year. We felt that this was the right thing to do when many families were dealing with uncertainties and strains of the economic climate. However, although we closely monitor expenses and keep our overhead low, operating costs increase annually. Given that, the ongoing support of the school community continues to play a major role in ensuring the quality education and nurturing environment for which Echo Horizon School is known.

On behalf of the Echo Foundation Board of Trustees, I thank each of our families and friends for their past and future support.

Masako Carpenter
BOARD TREASURER
Parent of Elina (Class of 2001)

*Excludes contributions for the capital campaign.
The Echo Horizon School Parent Association is comprised of an amazing group of parents! In 2008-09, more than 100 parents served as committee chairs or room parents. Many more volunteered their time working with committees, staffing the Library, serving Hot Lunch, or attending field trips. It was a joy to work with this group of passionate and giving parents who enthusiastically carry out our wonderful traditions and events that distinguish the unique community that is Echo Horizon School.

Fall is the busiest time for the Parent Association. We kicked off the year welcoming new and returning families in a variety of ways – the Pre-K/K picnic, Welcome Coffees, dinners at two Back-to-School nights, and grade-level parent potlucks. Reading was given the spotlight in the annual Book Fair and Celebration of Books. As part of the Celebration of Books, students in Pre-K - 2nd grade read 3,112 books, students in 3rd – 6th grades read 177,805 minutes, created more than 100 illustrations of their favorite stories and donated 1,400 books to a local literacy program! We also brought parents together in a book group discussion.

The Hot Lunch Committee expanded the Hot Lunch Program to three days a week with the help of countless volunteers. Big smiles were in attendance on Picture Day and the highly anticipated Halloween Carnival – hosted by zombies, witches, fairies, and even Sara Palins – was a treat for all. The Community Service Committee facilitated a monthly “Playdate with a Purpose,” linking the EHS and broader communities in a series of outreach projects. We came together for the Ballona Creek Clean-up, Thanksgiving Project, Project Celebration holiday drive, and Big Sunday. The Open House Committee proudly orchestrated and conducted school tours for hundreds of prospective families, and on Thanksgiving Eve our school came alive with excitement as Grandparents & Special Friends Day welcomed over 300 guests. Feelings of warmth, enthusiasm and pride filled the halls while our special guests enjoyed time with the students in their classrooms.

Throughout the year we hosted monthly “Coffee & Conversations,” giving parents an opportunity to connect with one another as well as hear speakers or learn more about specific parts of the curriculum. The Caring Community Committee thoughtfully reached out to our families in good and not-so-good times. On Alumni Day our halls were filled with graduates from many years, reminiscing about their time at EHS. We finished the year with a “bang” with Western gunslingers commandeering the Teacher and Staff Appreciation Luncheon.

The strength of the EHS community was most evident in our annual spring fundraiser, “A Night at the Copacabana.” Parents put in countless hours to organize live and silent auctions, opportunity and teacher adventure drawings, a program and dedication book, and an amazing party! The venue was full to capacity, with our guests socializing, bidding, dining and dancing through the night. Our inaugural book of “Great Gatherings” gave families another way to enjoy each other’s company and simultaneously raise money for EHS. Sales of spirit wear, which this year included eco-friendly water bottles and grocery totes, and eScrip collection rounded out PA fundraising. Through these many efforts, the Parent Association raised more than $165,000. This is a magnificent testimonial to the dedication and commitment of our families.

I am grateful to have had the opportunity to work with so many wonderful people who make up the EHS community. Please let me take this opportunity to formally say “thank you” to each and every one of you for making my job as President a fun and rewarding experience! The time, talent and energy you dedicate to the school enrich the experience of our children, and are integral to creating the warm spirit of Echo Horizon School.

Patti Vogt Rowey
EHS PARENT ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT
Parent of Nicole (Class of 2010) and Kate (Class of 2007)
We must confess that we started our second year as co-chairs of the Annual Giving campaign with some trepidation. Following an outstanding performance in 2007-08, we were faced with the task of asking the Echo Horizon community to meet the challenge of reaching our Annual Giving goal of $350,000 at a time when the financial climate was changing from moment to moment, affecting almost all of us in one way or another.

EHS families showed their commitment by exceeding the goal through their gifts of almost $400,000! We have spent many years here as parents of Echo Horizon students (Caroline and Matthew), and I don’t believe we have ever been more proud of or moved by the sense of community here as we came together to meet this challenge. In addition to our current families, our alumni and their families, our Board of Trustees, the wonderful EHS faculty and staff, grandparents and friends of the school showed their support for Echo Horizon School, its mission and goals through their generosity.

What does this say about us as a community? The message is clear that we are all well aware of and deeply appreciate what a unique school this is. It says that we clearly understand how an EHS education will benefit our children while they are here and after they matriculate. We feel confident that at Echo Horizon our children will become academically strong, that the fine technology program will provide skills and prowess to succeed, and that the arts program will open our children’s eyes to new forms of expression. With the diversity of our student body, we have seen through the years that both our hearing and our DHH children benefit immeasurably from their respect for and appreciation of one another.

Since the school’s inception in 1983, the dream of founders Carol and Kent Landsberg has grown and evolved while their vision has remained intact: to provide a nurturing environment where all of our children can visualize a world of opportunities and realize their dreams. And, each and every one of our Annual Giving donors can take pride in realizing that their financial support continues to make this dream a reality.

Nancy and Jonathan Lurie
Parents of Matthew (Class of 2011) and Caroline (Class of 2006)
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SPONSORS
Gifts of $7,500 or more

Anonymous
Susanne & Peter Geddes
Nancy & Jonathan Glaser
Tony & Dierdre Graham
Carol Proctor Landsberg
Nancy & Jonathan Lurie
Hilary Garland & Neil McLean
Madeleine & Jeff Moskowitz
Sue & David Rosenblum

PATRONS
Gifts of $5,000 to $7,499

Sheri & Steve Altieri
Anonymous
Guy & Yuko Attal
Romy & David Cohen
John Coleman & Lori Bowman
Charlotte Hughes & Christopher Combs
Hillarie & Steven Dietz
Daniel & Michelle Greenberg
Pamela & Peter Kelly
Nakayama-Shiotani Family
Ellen & George Paulin
Lance Rosenzweig & Karen Carson, M.D.
Michael Shore & Megan Ward

DONORS
Gifts of $2,000 to $4,999

Scott Abrahamson & Laura Reider
Anonymous (2)
Linda & Steve Brown
Mart Ninox Bynum & Jeff Bynum
Carolyn Ginsburg-Carlson & Rob Carlson
Masako & Jeff Carpenter
The Cotsen Family
Philip & Kathy Davis
Ken & Karen Fields
Craig & Alexis Fingold
Nancy & Robert Fried
Catherine & Daniel Gerst
Ellen Glaser
Felicia & Kurt Hocker
Fori & Robert Kay
Rodger & Jennifer Landau
William & Margie Luxford
The Michaels Family
Gita Donovan & Frank Military
Tamiko Ishida & Masatoshi Misaki
Michele Weiss & Zak Penn
Judy & Steve Price
Jorge & Donna Raphael
Monica & Joseph Rice
Jim & Rachelle Rosten
Carin & Mark Sage
Mindy Schultheis & Jeff Strauss
Elizabeth & Barry Tyler
Nora & Pater Wendel
Orna & Keenan Wolens
Jay & Jackie Wolff
The Wolff Family
Werner & Mimi Wolfen
Jason & Lucy Wolff
Courtney & Jared Wolff

FRIENDS
Gifts of $1,000 to $1,999

HB & Lisa Aaris
Anonymous (6)
The Armstrong Family
Akeem & Tracey Ayeni
Navy & Rachael Banvard
Jim & Chris Berick
Anne & John Booth
The Breiter Family
Karen & Jonathan Brooks
Dan & Mary Brussell
Jack & Jin Choi
Allison & Dan Cohen
Charles & Julie Contreras
Paula & Fred Dashiel
Shellie Segal Elimelech & Moshe Elimelech
Carole & Barry Forman
Stephen & Yvonne Fossati
Elizabeth & Glen Friedman
David Ginsberg & Wendy Hoffman
Krista Montagna & Josh Gordon
John & Erica Huggins
Loretta Hung
Rif & Bridget Hutton
The Kagans
Scott & Berenice Katcher
LisaGay Hamilton & Robin Kelley
Todd & Sharon Kessler
Eunsook & Benjamin Kim
Allison & Jay Kleckner
Elliott & Jacqueline Kleinberg
Robin van Es & Jon Kraft
Scott & Diane Lewis
Cynthia Citre-Marks & David Marks
The Mudd Family
Gary Natoli & Bonnie Mark
Willie & Helene Nishizawa
Deborah & Mark Nordman
Anne & Rob Palmer
The Posell Family
Nancy & Yaron Rabinowitz
Peter & Mariel Saber
Sandra & Ed Satlin
Tom & Angie Szentgyorgyi
Barbara & Robert Voss
Dr. & Mrs. Jonathan Weiner
Victoria & Patrick Whelan
Leslie & David Wimmer

SUPPORTERS
Gifts of $500 to $999

Tomoyuki & Yumi Agawa
Anonymous (4)
Laurie Aronoff & Nancy Aspaturian
Suzanne Aspaturian
The Bernstein Family
Katie Klapper & Doug Brotherton
Claudette & Harvey Brown
Elizabeth Lane & Lewis Colick
Richard & Amy DeLossa
Jennifer Galloway & Dan Ediger
Helen & Steve Ellis
Jenny & Jeff Forman
Dan & Betsy Goodkin
Karel Guefen
Glenn & Tisa Habas
David & Beverly Halberstadt
Maria & Brian Hoye
Alice & Michael Hricak
Diana Currie Hull & Richard Hull
Susan Weil & Anatole Klebanow
Spencer & Kelly Krull
Diana & Rob Lauffer
Mia Korf LeBeau & Jeff LeBeau
Karen & David Leichenger
Christine & James Lennon
Susan Kandel & Peter Lunenfeld
Vito Montagna
Susan & Steven Morris
Richard Posell
Lisa & Richard Rogg
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Russ
Stacy & Andrew Satlin
Darcy & Andrew Simon
Mine & David Struhl
Dana & Larry Stuckey
Mr. Mark & Dr. Alison Tunney
Perry & Elizabeth Watts-Russell
Amy & Steve Wayne
Dr. Leslie & Judith Weiner
Leslie White & Al Limon
The Whitleys
The Worrell Family
Alice & David Yakura
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- Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Accortt
- Addison & Karin Adams
- Vito & Shirley Altiere
- Kristine Anderssen
- Anonymous (7)
- Sarah Dennison & Gregory Baker
- Kimberly McCall-Basile & Ron Basile
- Karla Beasley
- Amy Bennett
- Jennifer Maisel & Michael Berick
- Joan Blum Shayne
- Larry & Jenny Boone
- Debbie & Jeff Briggs
- Elizabeth Buchanek
- Frank Bynum
- Kristin Carl
- Robert J. Carlson
- Melanie Contreras
- The Daukayev Family
- Whitney DerYuen
- Abe & Sylvia Duban
- Helene Dubow
- Ellis Enlow
- Holly, David, Perry & Reina Factor
- Jane Bassett & Mike Fair
- Betty & Max Fields
- Matthew Flint & Dorsay Alavi
- Marjorie Forman
- Kristen Galati
- Linda Galloway
- Sandra & Paul Geddes
- Dr. & Mrs. Eli Ginsburg
- Holly Kehrt-Glover & Mark Glover
- Paul & Judy Goode
- Corky & Phil Gore
- The Guefen Family
- Regina Gusman
- Rori & Paul Habas
- Shirley Haiman
- Barbara Halberstadter
- Robert & Lydia Hardy
- Kathryn & Greg Heller
- Roz Henderson
- Eileen Holmes
- Yosiko & Art Ishida
- Margarita & Venkatesh Iyer
- Sue & Joseph Jares
- Doug & Minda Johnstone
- Mr. & Mrs. John C. Kane
- Cindy Burlingham & Leon Kenyon
- Jennifer Kwon
- Joan Williamson & Richard Lanet
- Terry Peters & Craig Lawson
- Avon Leekley
- Karen & James Lefever
- Amy Levine
- Carol & Ken Lipman
- Angie Lopez
- Elise Ungerleider & Ron Losch
- Karen & Brian MacDonald
- Sandra and Howard Markin
- Maria Carrillo & Urbano Martinez
- Jennifer & Mark Mascolo
- Linda Mazzanti
- Rhonda & David McNeill
- Anita & Michael Melnick
- Cliff & Jessica Melnick
- Arline & Paul Molmud
- Terry & Pete Morello
- Laurie Nye
- Meyer Nugit
- The David & Connie Oliver Family
- Royetta & David Perry
- Susan & Gordon Plotkin
- Mary & Mark Presser
- Enid & Martin Reiser
- Susanne & Terry Robbins
- Lindsay Rodolico
- Cari Rosen
- Marcia & Fred Rosenzweig
- Amy Raff & Abe Rotchel
- Patti & Chris Rowey
- Doug Russell
- Miseon & Byung Ryu
- The Salims
- Angelina Sanchez
- Jack Sargrad
- Rose Scaraglino
- Lori & Jeff Serber
- Robin & Jerry Sinclair
- Stephanie & Stuart Sitzman
- Dorothy Nichols & Martin Smith
- Kim & Raymond Sung
- Brandi Tamane
- Maria Pezzulo & Scott Tatro
- Patricia Teele
- The Terry Family
- Eric & Miven Trageser
- Tracey Tremblay
- Karala & Leonard Turner
- Sheryl Udell
- Marcela Aquino & Armando Ugalde
- David L. Ulin & Rae Dubow
- Bette & John van Es
- Maria Vargas
- jean & Hong Wang
- Beth & Greg Weisman
- Sheila & Wally Weisman
- Xan Woods & Marvy Tutson
- Jackie & Cliff Wright
- Kim & Bill Wynn
- The Yatroussis Family
ALUMNI FAMILIES
Sarah Dennison & Greg Baker
Linda & Steve Brown
Masako & Jeff Carpenter
Shellie Segal & Moshe Elimelech
Holly, David, Perry & Reina Factor
Kathryn & Greg Heller
Cindy Burlingham & Leon Kenyon
Terry Peters & Craig Lawson
Karen & James Lefever
Karen & David Leichenger
Karen & Brian MacDonald
Deborah & Mark Nordman
Susan & Gordon Plotkin
Sue & David Rosenblum
Rose Scaraglino
Leslie White & Al Limon
Nora & Peter Wendel
Jackie & Cliff Wright

GRANDPARENTS & SPECIAL FRIENDS
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Accortt
Vito & Shirley Altiern
Anonymous (3)
Suzanne Aspaturian
Jim & Chris Berick
Joan Blum Shayne
Anne & John Booth
Elizabeth Buchanan
Frank Bynum
Robert J. Carlson
Abe & Sylvia Duban
Helene Dubow
Betty & Max Fields
Carole & Barry Forman
Marjorie Forman
Linda Galloway
Sandra & Paul Geddes
Dr. & Mrs. Eli Ginsburg
Paul & Judy Goode
Corky & Phil Gore
Karel Guefen
Rori & Paul Habas
Shirley Haiman
Barbara Halberstadter
Robert & Lydia Hardy
Loretta Hung
Yoshiko & Art Ishida
Sue & Joseph Jares
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Kane
Angie Lopez
Sandra and Howard Markin
Arline & Paul Molmud
Vito Montagna
Meyer Nuit
Richard Posell
Enid & Martin Reiser
Marcia & Fred Rosenzieg
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Russ
Doug Russell
Jack Sargrad
Sandra & Ed Satlin
Stephanie & Stuart Sitzman
Patricia Teele
Bette & John van Es
Barbara & Robert Voss
Dr. Leslie & Judith Weiner
Sheila & Wally Weisman
Werner & Mimi Woffen
Alice & David Yakura
Roz Henderson
Jennifer Kwon
Avon Leekley
Amy Levine
Jennifer Mascolo
Linda Mazzanti
Anita Melnick
Laurie Nye
Lindsay Rodolico
Cari Rosen
Angelina Sanchez
Brandi Tamane
Tracey Tremblay
Sheryl Udell
Maria Vargas
Kim Wynn

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
Ameriprise Financial
Anonymous Foundation
Barclay’s Global Investors
Bergen County United Way
Capital Group Companies
Carole & Barry Forman Family Fund
Chevron Texaco
Deutsche Bank
Frederick W. Cook & Co.
Goldie Anna Charitable Trust
Greenraising
Jewish Community Foundation
Carol & Kent H. Landsberg Foundation
Los Angeles Water & Power
Mattel
Merrill Lynch
Occidental Petroleum Corp
Time Warner Co.
Toyota Motor Sales
Wells Fargo
Westwood Village Sertoma
Yahoo! Inc.
The challenges facing all of us last year have been noted throughout this Annual Report. We are so grateful to the families and friends of Echo Horizon School who made sure through their generosity that EHS would continue providing our students with the same high level of education as in years past. Congratulations to all of you who made this possible!

We also want to express our gratitude to Nancy and Jonathan Lurie who served as Annual Giving Chairs for the last two years during which time the campaigns raised over $750,000. Thanks and kudos as well to Parent Association President Patti Rowey and Spring Event Chair Mary Presser. And, how do we thank the legion of hardworking volunteers who work with such enthusiasm and energy throughout the year? There is not room enough in this Annual Report to thank them individually but we realize how fortunate we are to have a body of such dedicated families here at EHS.

While Annual Giving and our Spring Event represent the mainstay of Echo Horizon’s fundraising efforts, we have a number of very special giving opportunities that are described on the following page. Often, a member of the EHS community wants to make a gift in honor of or in memory of someone special to them. These funds offer a range of options for our donors. Our sincere thanks to this year’s special funds donors.

The Echo Horizon School community, including current and alum families, grandparents, special friends, our Board of Trustees and our fine faculty and staff, has consistently shown support for our school and mission through their giving. EHS continues to evolve and thrive because of your belief in the school and our stated goals.

If you are interested in making a multi-year pledge or a gift of stock to any of these funds, please contact EHS Development Director Linda Delarosa.

Deborah Nordman
BOARD TRUSTEE
CHAIR, FUND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Parent of Jonas (Class of 2002) and Leah (Class of 2006)
FINANCIAL AID FUND
Bolstered by our recent grant of $400,000 from an anonymous Southern California foundation and subsequent gifts from Echo Horizon families totaling an additional $100,000, our goal to build a $1 million Financial Aid Fund is off to a strong start. This fund assists current and prospective families who are in need of tuition assistance.

Anonymous Foundation Grant
Anonymous (2)
Daniel Cohen
Lisa & Chris Downey
Jane Bassett & Mike Fair
Dorsay Alavi & Matthew Flint
Nancy & Jonathan Glaser
Dorothy Nichols & Martin Smith
Mindy Schultheis & Jeff Strauss

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT FUND
Echo Horizon School has a very fine and loyal faculty, some of whom have been with EHS for over 20 years. The Faculty Development Fund provides continuing education opportunities and other benefits that allow us to retain our current teachers and seek out the best when additions or replacements must be made.

THE JUDITH KATES MEMORIAL FUND
Established by her family and the Board of Trustees in memory of Mrs. Kates. Mrs. Kates joined the Echo Center faculty in 2000, working with students for six years. She brought a wealth of experience stemming from her 25 years in the field of DHH education. The fund established by her family and the Board of Trustees in memory Mrs. Kates provides financial assistance to the children of Echo Center.

Anonymous
Enid Wizig

THE ENID WIZIG SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Established by Enid and Bernard Wizig, this fund provides financial assistance to our deaf and hard of hearing students. Mrs. Wizig is well known and loved within Echo Horizon School for her many years of working tirelessly as a volunteer.

Anonymous
Enid & Bernard Wizig

BUILDING FUND
In 2004, Echo Horizon significantly renovated its physical plant to meet the needs of our programs in the future. We expanded the school’s footprint to include the Science Room, the Performing Arts Room, an expanded Library, Art Studio, Math Room, Tech Center with audio/visual space, and an enlarged Pre-K space, as well as the well-loved and much-used Play Yard redesign. To date, approximately $2 million of the original $3 million construction loan debt has been retired.
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Rachael & Navy Banvard
Barclay’s Global Investors
Jennifer Maisel & Michael Berick
Carolyn Ginsburg-Carlson & Rob Carlson
Grace Cohen
Hillarie & Steven Dietz
Josh Goode & Karina Sterman
Tisa & Glenn Habas
Kurt & Felicia Hocker
Bridge & Riff Hutton
Cagney & Eric Jarvis
Robert & Fori Kay
Family Fund
Elizabeth & Owen Kaye
The Kleinberg Family
Lori Shiotani & Ken Nakayama
Monica & Joseph Rice
Tania & Paul Saylor
Jolene & Andrew Snett
Rocio & Leonel Vazquez
Wells Fargo
Xandrya Woods

LIBRARY FUND
Echo Horizon’s renovated library houses over 15,000 fiction and non-fiction books and periodicals. Students use the space as a resource for both research projects and leisure reading. Gifts add new books to our library and can be made in honor or memory of a friend, relative, teacher or other special person.

Anonymous
Enid & Bernard Wizig

DORENE TAWA MEMORIAL FUND
This fund was established by the Board of Trustees in memory of Dorene Tawa. Starting as curriculum coordinator for EHS in 1990, Mrs. Tawa became a much-loved admissions director with strong ties to the entire community. The gated garden area at the front of the school is dedicated in her memory. Donations to this fund maintain a memorial tribute garden planted in her honor that is used by today’s EHS students as an outdoor classroom.

Anonymous

THE SAMANTHA NICOLE SACKS FUND
The earnings from this fund provide opportunities for students to participate in the school’s outdoor education programs. It was established by the Board of Trustees in memory of Samantha Sacks who was part of the Class of 2001.

Karen & Robert Sacks

many thanks to each special fund donor listed below
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Vicki Ishida
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Noah Ulin
Sophie Ulin
Kaylie Yakura
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Karen & Robert Sacks
It is a tradition at Echo Horizon School for each graduating class to present the school with a gift. The Class of 2009 increased the reach of technology at EHS by its contribution of a new SMART Board for the Math Room.
We sincerely thank our Board of Trustees, our Parent Association, and our dedicated volunteers for their hard work and commitment in 2008-2009. We also want to introduce our Board of Trustees and Parent Association Officers for 2009-2010.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 2009-2010
Nora Wendel, Chair
Mary Brussell, President
Tom Collier, Vice President
Jonathan Glaser, Vice President
Richard Hull, Vice President
Masako Carpenter, Treasurer
David Oliver, Secretary
Eileen Holmes, Trustee
Charlotte Hughes, Trustee
Pamela Kelly, Trustee
David Leichenger, Trustee
Jonathan Lurie, Trustee
William Luxford, M.D., Trustee
Maura Martindale, Ph.D., Trustee
Deborah Nordman, Trustee
Carla Pittman, Trustee
Lance Rosenzweig, Trustee
Ivonne Silver, Trustee
Darcy Simon, Parent Association President
Fred Fern, Emeritus

PARENT ASSOCIATION 2009-2010
Darcy Simon, President
Thom Macias, Vice President
Joan Williamson, Secretary
Chris Combs, Treasurer

STAFF
Paula R. Dashiell, Head of School
Vicki C. Ishida, Director, Echo Center
Linda Delarosa, Director of Development and Communications
Robin Snyder, Business Manager

All listings in this report reflect contributions received as of June 30, 2009. Thank you to the parents, alumni, grandparents, friends, faculty and staff who contributed money, time and effort to Echo Horizon School during the 2008-2009 school years. We have made every effort to list all contributions accurately. If we have made an error, please accept our apologies and notify us of the mistake.